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Art and design student groups
showcase social consciousness
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Society is constantly changing and
and two U of A art and
! adapting,
design student groups have some- thing to say about it. In their second
S

annual student exhibition, the uni-- (
versity's Visual Arts Student Asso-- I
ciation and Student Design Associa-tion have joined forces to create an
interdisciplinary collaboration that
speaks to the societal development
of the world.
The exhibit, centred on the theme
of reset, combines the creative efforts of these two groups to create
an unconventional display that
features a contrast between art students' work fine art projects with
and design stuageless mediums
dents' creations, which often incorporate new technology.
But despite the differences between the two programs, this
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MC terT7iransfrom
May 1,2013 to April30,

20i4andpays$2378.7i
per month.
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Applicants must:
. plan to be enrolled in the U of A
for at least one class per semester
the 201213 school year,
must be available to
working varying hours
must have computer
and layout skills
,wiIl preferably have held a
Gateway editorship, or possess
equivalent leadership and
editorial experience.
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coming together gives each artist
the opportunity to appreciate a different perspective, which encourages their artistic growth.
"It's really important that artists
and designers talk to each other and
know each other. Artists are better
artists when they are influenced by
designers, and designers are better
designers when they are influenced
by artists," says Cara Seccafien,
president of the Visual Arts Student
Association.
The theme of reset was initially
introduced by the SDA, and was
agreed upon because of its immense
real world implications. Reset looks
at the concept of breaking down
everything in order to start again,
which each of the 17 participating
students have emphasized in their
pieces.
"It's really relevant to contemporary society because we are facing
a unique time right now," Seccafien
explains. "There's a lot of break-

down of traditions and we're facing
a lot of different crises, so we have
to kind of rewire the way we think
about everything in order to come
up with creative solutions. It's this
idea of 'let's start from the beginning again and start with a new
"
blueprint.'
In order to express these ideas,

the design students made posters
for their portion of the exhibit. But
with only the medium as a common
factor between each piece, the posters, distinguished by variations in
colour, size and content, are vastly
different from each other. The design students also played with different styles that used writing, photography and abstract designs.
The art students, on the other
hand, present works that are incredibly varied, and their section
of the exhibit features sculptures,
drawings, paintings and more. This
made it clear that the general nature
of the theme allows for students to
maximize their creative potential
with a medium of their choice.
Not only does this pairing facilitate a combustion of creativity, but
it also fosters relationships and allows for the expansion of networks
between the two groups. And with
each participant in the exhibit currently in their last semester of their
undergrad degrees, Seccafien says
that creating that foundation of
is more
support for
important than ever.
"By collaborating with (each other now), we hope to make those connections stronger so that when we're
professional artists and designers,
we still have that connection."
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Second Everyday

'COST) $0.99

JOB DESCRIPTION VISIT

PLATFORM

iPhone,iPod Touch
andiPad

,
When you look back on your life,
what moments will you remember best? Maybe the time you
conquered the bike trails in the
river valley or shocked a friend
with an epic surprise birthday
party. Whatever your treasured
memories are, chances are good
you won't be able to remember all
of them off the top of your head.
Thankfully, with the help of the 1

Second Everyday app, you'll never
have to worry about forgetting
those special moments again.
All you have to do is take a
video of a moment in your
life every day, which the app then
strings together to create a movie
timeline. If you can keep it up for
a year, you'll have a
video of your life that allows you
a small glimpse at what you've
been up to for the last 365 days.
d

And while one second may not
seem like enough time to fully
capture the important parts of
each day, it'll feel like plenty when
you're able to reflect back on all
the things you've done. Whether
you want to look back on a week,
a month or a year, the 1 Second
Everyday app gives you the chance
to create a video scrapbook of your
life in a way that's both easy and
meaningful.

